
MORE GREAT RECOMMENDATIONS:

OCTAGONAL OR 2 EARED
STEEL SPINNER REMOVERS

OCTAGONAL, 2 EARED OR
3 EARED SPINNERS

WIRE WHEEL
CLEANING BRUSH

4.5 x 14” CHROME WIRE WHEEL 60 SPOKE MGB
Original factory option chrome wire wheel in original MGB wheel size, ready to take standard size
155-14 or 165-14 tyres.  Some larger, low profile tyres may alternatively be fitted, but this may be
conditional on slight wheel arch lip modifications and suspension height on your particular car (if in
doubt, please contact MGOC Spares, where one of our technicians would be happy to advise you).

The 4.5 x 14” chrome wire wheel is made by a former division of the MG original equipment wire
wheel manufacturer, using original tooling, guaranteeing the best possible quality and match to the
original item.  The wheel is finished in top quality chromium plating for durability and depth of lustre.

The authentic MGB wire wheel, totally correct for your car whether you are simply replacing your
old wheels or converting your car from steel wheels.  And you know nothing looks better than an
MG on wire wheels in the summer sunshine!

Easy to fit.  Tyres may be fitted and balanced by a reputable tyre specialist, or by
the Club (enquire for details).  Fitting the wheels to the car is simple enough, but
do not over or undertighten the spinners.  Also remember to ensure the splined
hubs on the car and the splines on your new wheels are correctly lubricated before
fitting.

Basic hand tools required.  If your car has always had wire wheels, you will no
doubt be acquainted with the hammer required for the spinners already (along with
the special adaptor spanner if you have octagonal spinners).  You might consider
one of the spinner removers recommended below, which enable easier spinner
removal and fitment and inflict less damage to the spinners in the long term.


